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I

DAVID
A. AAKERand ROBERTJACOBSON
The authors investigate whether movement in a firm's stock price, that is,
a measure of firm value, is associated with information contained in perceived quality measures. In a model that also allows for the effect of
economywide factors and a firm's return on investment, they find a positive
relationship between stock returnand changes in quality perceptions. These
results imply that the quality measure contains information, incremental to
that reflected by current-termaccounting measures, about future-termbusiness performance. They suggest that managers should convey information
to the stock market, such as the brand's quality image, useful in depicting
the long-term prospects of the business. By doing so, the stock market will
rely less on short-term measures of business performance, and managers
will be freer to undertake strategies necessary for ensuring the long-term
viabilityof their firms.

The

Financial
Perceived

Information Content

of

Quality

Many U.S. firms have lost marketshare to foreign competitors and some (e.g., in the consumer electronics industry) have been driven out of the marketcompletely. One of
the more widespread explanations for U.S. business's loss
of competitive vigor relates to U.S. managers'emphasis on
short-termfinancial gains. In contrast,their foreign, in particularJapaneseand German,counterpartsare said to focus
on long-termprofitability.The MIT Commissionon Productivity (Dertouzos, Lester, and Solow 1988) studied firms in
eight major industrialsectors and concluded that an excessive preoccupation with immediate profit, to the extent of
sacrificing long-term opportunities,is one factor responsible for U.S. business's loss of competitiveness. Sony founder Akio Morita (1986) is one of many observers who contend that most U.S. corporatemanagersunduly emphasize
short-termprofits ratherthan making productscompetitive
over the long haul.
Many analysts of business performanceblame this shortterm orientationon the pressurethat the U.S. financial markets place on managersfor short-termresults.The stock mar-

ket does react,at times dramatically,to current-termaccounting profits. Stock prices increase (decrease) following announcementsof favorable (unfavorable)quarterlyearnings.
Studies of decision rules of when to sell stocks highlight
"sell when 12-monthearnings decline" as one of the best
performingrules of thumb.The implicationfor managersis
either get current-termearnings up or lose investor confidence. Managersadopt a currentyear/currentquartermanagementstyle in responseto the returnobjectives and incentives of stock marketparticipants.Shareholdersreplacenonresponsive managers.
Still, the idea that the financial markets induce myopic
managementbehavior,in spite of its widespreadpopularity,
is not without its critics. The corporateentity has an indefinite life. As such, the claims of shareholderstrade not just
on current-termresults but on the futurestreamof earnings.
That is, stock prices are determinedby the discountedvalue
of expected futurecash flows. The marketreacts to currenttermresults (such as earningsannouncements)because they
supply not just information pertaining to the current term
but also information about future-termprospects as well.
As long as a series has a nonzero autocorrelation, then a
shock to that series will not dissipate immediately.Currentterm results will tend to have future-termimplications and,
therefore,affect the long-term value of the firm.1

David A. Aaker is the J. Gary Shansby Professor at the Haas School of
Business Administration,Universityof California,Berkeley. RobertJacobson is a Professor,School of Business Administration,University of Washington. The authorsgratefully acknowledge the supportof Total Research
Corporation,which provided access to some of the data used in the study,
and the help of John Mortonand James Allebor of TotalResearch.We appreciate the valuable comments of JMR editor Bart Weitz, who processed
the manuscript and the anonymous reviewers. We also thank Allan
Shocker,RobertRuekert,and RajendraSrivastavafor their invitationto include our article in their special issue on brandequity.

'Miller and Rock (1985) depict the change in marketvalue induced by
a shock to currentearningsas equaling [1/1(1-(1 r))], where O)is the autocorrelation of the series and r is the discount rate. The greater the autocorrelationof the series and the lower the discountrate,the greaterthe market reactionto current-termshocks.
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Hamel and Prahalad (1989) contend that the so-called
"short-termorientationof the financialmarkets"simply reflects marketparticipants'lack of confidence in managers
to conceive and deliver on tough goals. They believe (p.
76) that "investorsaren'thopelessly short-term,they arejustifiably skeptical of top management." In the absence of
credible alternativemeasures,stock marketparticipantsrely
on current-termfinancialmeasures(such as earningsand return on investment [ROI]) as indicatorsof long-term business prospects.
Indeed, current-termfinancial measures oftentimes fill a
vacuum and come to dominate performancemeasurement.
This reliance on current-termmeasurescan induce a shortrun (myopic) managementstyle. Often the strategiesthatenhance long-term performance, and are essential for longterm competitiveness, diminish current-termearnings. In
the absence of convincing indicators of long-term performance, managers may be reluctant to undertakeactivities
that adversely affect current-termfinancial measures.
Can informationabout long-termbusiness prospects, incrementalto that contained in current-termearnings measures, be monitored and communicated systematically to
shareholders?This researchfocuses on the financialinformation content of customer perceptions of perceived quality,
an intangible widely regarded as a key strategic asset. A
host of firms have quality as a focal point of their corporate
philosophy-for example, Ford's "Quality Is Job 1" and
Asahi Breweries' "quality first" principles. Indeed, Aaker
(1989), in a study in which 248 businesses were asked to
identifytheircompetitiveadvantage,found that "qualityperception" was the most frequentlymentionedresponse. Althoughoften attributingtheirlong-termsuccess to an emphasis on creating high-quality products and services, many
firms have found it difficult to communicatethe progressof
a strategy based on quality to shareholders.For example,
James Houghton(1992), chief executive officer of Coming,
indicates that his company's total quality program, which
was a major strategic thrustfor Coming during the 1980s,
was virtuallyimpossible to defend on the basis of its impact
on currentprofitabilitymeasures.
We explore whether informationcontained in perceived
quality measures is associated with movements in a firm's
stock price. In effect, we test the joint hypothesis that (1)
productquality influences long-termbusiness performance,
(2) stock marketparticipantsrealize that productquality influences long-termperformance,and (3) measuresof product quality contain some information;that is, measurement
error(noise) does not dominatethe underlyingsignal. If an
effect is found, not only will it provide evidence as to the
long-termbenefits of perceived quality, but it also will cast
doubt on the assumptionthat shareholdersprefershort-term
results over investments in assets yielding delayed payoffs.
As such, those attemptingto justify productquality investments would be encouragedto develop and monitor measures of their progress.
The Need for Indicators of Long-termBusiness Prospects
The market signaling literature (e.g., Miller and Rock
1985; Narayanan 1985; Stein 1989), indicates that in the

presence of asymmetricinformationabout business performance (i.e., managers know more about long-term prospects than do investors) incentives typically exist for myopic managementbehavior. That is, managerswill have a
discountratehigherthanthatjustified by cost of capitalconsiderationsand thereforewill unduly lower the value of investments with long-term paybacks. Stein (1989, p. 664)
notes that it is "those investmentsthat are most easily summarized on an accounting statementwhich are least likely
to be sacrificed in the quest for higher stock price." Conversely, investments in intangible assets, such as a brand's
equity or quality image, which are more problematic to
measure and quantify, are more difficult to disentangle
from increased operating expenses. As a result, Stein
(1989) posits that managerslikely will sacrificethese expendituresin an effort to inflate current-termresults. These expendituresmay diminish a firm's current-termprofits and,
in the absence of alternatesignals, will be extrapolatedby
stock marketparticipantsto signal lower future-termprofits
as well.
As such, it is tempting to withhold, postpone, or reduce
investmentsin perceived quality (e.g., quality circles, redesign efforts, communicationwith currentand potentialcustomersaboutquality improvements)because of a lack of effect, or even negativeeffect, on current-termaccountingperformance measures. A focus on programs that generate
short-termresults is often more appealing than nurturing
brandassets. Improvingthe efficiency in operations,for example,in purchasing,manufacturing,promotions,and logistics, typically has a strongershort-termpayoff component.
If a firm is to reduce the importancethat the stock market places on short-termfinancialmeasures,it must provide
evidence that a long-term strategy is in place and credible
measuresare being used to monitorthat strategy.Managers
wishing to develop and nurtureassets thatwill generatecompetitive advantage and future-termprofits (but may erode
current-termperformance)mustjustify these investmentsto
stakeholdersand monitortheireffects. In most cases, the assets and skills crucial to futuresuccess (e.g., a new product
capability, brand equity, perceived quality) are intangible
and do not appearon a balance sheet. Systematicallyreporting measures of such assets and skills, perhaps as offbalance sheet entities, would lead to increased attentionto
long-terminvestmentsin people and programsboth by management and by shareholders.Indeed, the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants recently has recommended that financial statements include more "soft"
information.
InformationContent
Beginning with Ball and Brown (1968), an extensive
literature in accounting has evolved around testing the
"informationcontent" of a series. Informationcontent refers to the association of stock marketreturnto movement
in a given series. Marketefficiency implies that the price of
a stock reflects all availableinformationrelatingto the profitabilityof the corporation.That is, the price of a securityreflects market expectations of the discounted value of the
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firm's futurecash flows:
Pt=

-

E(),

where Pt is the with dividend stock price at time period t,
X, is the net cash flow at period t, and r is the appropriate
discount rate for the marketexpectationof the firm's future
cash flows. Favorable (unfavorable)movements in a series
affecting cash flow tend to result in an increase (decrease)
in stock prices. The percent change in the stock price (i.e.,
StkRit= (Pi - Pit-l/Pit-) reflects marketexpectationsof the
long-termfinancial impact of a change in a series. As such,
relatingmovementsin a series-for example,qualityperceptions-to stock returnprovidesinsights into marketexpectations of the long-term effects of the change.
This methodof analysis is similarin spiritto "event studies," which link stock returnto a specific event or announcements. For example, Horsky and Swynedouw (1987) link
stock returnto announcementsof company name changes,
and Chaney, Devinney, and Winer (1991) relate stock returnto new productannouncements.The "informationcontent" analysis we use differs from event study analysis in
that ratherthan assessing marketreactionto a single event,
we relate stock returnto a streamof events, that is, changes
in customer perceptionsof productquality.
THEDATA2
Empiricallyinvestigatingthe informationcontentof product quality requires matching quality perception data to
stock return.We focus not on "actual" quality but rather
perceived quality. A good quality reputation is usually
based on achieving a high level of quality. Just delivering
quality, however, is not enough. Several firms (e.g., Schlitz
Beer, which never could recover from a short-livedquality
problem in the mid 1970s; Audi, which continues to struggle in part because of the "sudden acceleration problem"
that long since has been corrected)have found that perceptions of qualitymust be createdfor the firm to realizea competitive advantage(Aaker 1991).
To control for the effect of current-termearningsinformation, we also requireaccountinginformation.The inclusion
of accounting informationserves two importantfunctions.
First, it removes the omitted variablebias that would stem
from current-termearnings jointly affecting both product
quality and stock return (i.e., firms with higher earnings
will see their stock price increaseand have more discretionary funds to spend on activities to improve perceptionsof
quality). Second, inclusion of current-termearnings allows
for the testing of incrementalinformationcontent. At issue
is not merely the question of whetherchanges in perceived
productquality supply informationabout future-termperformance,but ratherwhetherchanges in productqualityperceptions supply information about future-term performance
above and beyond the information contained in currentterm earnings measures.
A possibility exists thatany associationof perceivedquality with stock returnmight be reflected better by informa2AppendixA provides a listing of each variableused on the analysis.
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tion containedin other,perhapsmorereadilyaccessible,marketing variables.To assess this possibility, our analysis also
takes into accountthe potentialinformationcontentof advertising expenditures and brand awareness. Although
Ericksonand Jacobson (1992) provide evidence that the informationcontentof advertisingis reflected fully in currentterm ROI, its inclusion in the model ensures that we control
for its potential long-term effect, which may influence
changes in quality perceptions.The inclusion of the awareness (salience) of a brandis importantin that there may be
a tendency for people to be more positive aboutbrandsthey
know. As such, it would be useful to separatea marketreaction associatedwith quality improvementsfrom one stemming from increases in salience.
Aggregate Quality Perceptions
The productquality measures used in our analysis come
from the EquiTrendstudy of Total Research Corporation.
The EquiTrendsurvey first was undertakenin November
1989 and then continued during Januaryand Februaryfor
1991, 1992, and 1993. The survey involved telephone interviews of a nationally representativesample of consumers
15 years of age and older in 1000 U.S. households in 1989
and then for 2000 households for the subsequentwaves of
the survey.The survey investigatedthe perceptionsand feelings about the quality of 100 major brands in 33 product
and service categories.3
Consumers were asked to evaluate the quality of each
brandon an 1 -point scale from outstanding,extraordinary
quality (10) to quite acceptablequality (5) to unacceptable,
poor quality (0). If they had no opinion about the brand,
they so indicated.Total ResearchCorporationcalculates its
perceived quality measureas the average perceived quality
rating for those respondentswho had an opinion about the
brand. Although Total Research Corporations views this
overall qualitymeasureas "the single most importantEquiTrend measure," a primary objective of the survey is to
measurebrandequity on a dynamicbasis. In this context, in
additionto its aggregatequality measure, it obtained information pertainingto brandawarenessand customerloyalty/
satisfaction. As such, the survey provides indicators of
threeof the four brandequity dimensions (the fourthdimension being brandassociations)highlightedby Aaker(1991).
Quality Perceptions of Those Who Use the Brand
Most Often
The respondentsalso were askedthe last time they personally used each of the productand service categories. For categories they had used in the last three years, they were
asked which brand they used most often in that category.
This enabled Total ResearchCorporationto calculate quality perceptionsof a brandamong people who use the brand
most often, a measure labeled "User Satisfaction" in the
EquiTrendsurvey. For example, for Pepsi, the measurerepresents the quality perception of Pepsi among consumers
who drink Pepsi more often than any other carbonatedsoft
drink.
3Some additionalbrandswere included in the lateryears' surveys. However, only the 100 brandsincluded in all four years were candidatesfor inclusion in our analysis.
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As such, the EquiTrenddata provides two quality measures-an aggregatequalityrating(Quality)and a qualityrating for those using the brand most often (Qualm?st).The
availabilityof these two quality measuresenables us to test
for a differentialeffect of the quality perceptionsfor those
using the brandmost often versus those who do not, which
includes the perceptionsof consumers using anotherbrand
more often and those consumers who have an opinion
about the brandname but who do not use the productcategory. Although scenarios exist to suggest differing effects,
we expect the quality perceptions of both groups to affect
long-termbusiness performanceand thereforestock price.
We should note, as does Total Research Corporation,
that the measure of quality for those using the brandmost
often, because it is based on far fewer responsesthan aggregate perceptions (particularly for small market share
brands), is subject to concerns stemming from measurement error.This measurementerrorwill bias its estimatedassociation with stock return(as well as other measures) toward zero. As such, although we make use of the Qualm?st
measure, this caveat suggests that the aggregate measure
may be more informativeregardingthe quality image of the
brand.
Salience
The salience (i.e., awareness) measure contained in the
EquiTrendsurvey depicts the proportionof consumerswho
have an opinion about a given brand.Clearly, salience is a
more demanding(and for largebrandsmore sensitive) measure of awareness than is brand recognition or recall, two
commonly used measures.Salience is also likely to be a sensitive awareness measure for the major brands involved in
this research,which are characterizedby high levels of recognition and recall.
Stock Return
The stock returndata comes from the University of Chicago's Centerfor Researchin Security Prices (CRSP) daily
data files covering the NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ stock
exchanges. CRSP calculatesstock returnon the basis of dividend distributions and through the change in the market
value of the stock [(MarketValue of Stockt + DividendstMarketValue of Stockt 1)/MarketValue of Stockt_l].
ROI and Advertising
Standard and Poor's Compustat data tapes provide annual accounting information for companies traded on the
NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ stock exchanges. We use
these data to constructour ROI and advertisingexpenditure
(including both media and promotional expenses) measures. We divide the series by the firm's assets at the beginning of the fiscal year to adjust for size effects. Firms selected for the analysis were requiredto have a December31
fiscal year to ensure a temporalcorrespondencefor the accounting data reportedacross firms in the study.
MERGINGTHEDATA
MeasurementPeriods
Although the availability of daily stock returndata gives
us considerableflexibility in defining the measurementpe-

Table 1
DATABASEMEASUREMENTDATES

Compustat
(Fiscal
Year
Ending)
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

1989
1990
1991
1992

EquiTrend
Wave I: Nov 1989
Wave II: Jan.-Feb. 1991
Wave III: Jan.-Feb. 1992
Wave IV: Jan.-Feb. 1993

CRSP
Nov 1, 1989-Dec. 31, 1990
Jan. 1, 1991-Dec. 31, 1991
Jan. 1, 1992-Dec. 31, 1992

riod to link the variables,choosing the periods is not an unambiguousprocess. At issue is deciding when marketparticipants incorporateinformation.For this analysis we calculate the stock return for the period up to the month the
EquiTrend survey began. We make the assumption that
throughout the year the market incorporated information
aboutproductquality into the price of the stock. That is, we
assume that market participants incorporate information
about changes in productquality as they occur and this information will be reflected in the EquiTrend survey results.4 Table 1 summarizesthe measurementdates that we
use to link changes in responses across waves of the EquiTrend survey to stock returndata.
By using this time period our stock returnmeasure occurs immediatelyprior to the EquiTrendsurvey; therefore,
it is impossible for the EquiTrendsurvey to "cause" the
changes in stock price. As such, our analysis assesses
whetherthe EquiTrendmeasuresarecorrelatedwith information that influences stock prices. Because market participants should make use of informationaboutproductquality
information(to the extent that it influences expectationsof
future earnings) as it becomes available, stock prices
should reflect information that will be contained in the
EquiTrendsurvey. Our analysis will be biased toward not
finding an association between stock returnand quality perceptions to the extent that the markethas not fully incorporated the information subsequently reported in the EquiTrendsurvey. However, changingthe dates for our stock return measure to include the months up to the end of the
EquiTrendsurvey does not affect our results.
Because our Compustat data is reported on a year-end
basis, we have a misalignment for the accounting data for
the initialperiod.Thatis, we would like to have had accounting data for the period October31, 1989 throughDecember
31, 1990. However, one would suspect that this misalignment will not substantiallyaffect the results,as the misalignment is only for a two-month basis. Given the substantial
overlap with the measure we have, a very large correlation
will exist for the 12-monthaccountingmeasurewe have versus the 14-monthmeasurethatwould place the datain alignment. Sensitivity analysis-that is, deleting the first year of
4We should note that our analysis is not an event study. That is, we do
not assess the marketreaction to the release of the EquiTrendsurvey results. In the absence of estimates of marketexpectations of the EquiTrend
results, and given the implausibility that marketparticipantsdo not make
use of other informationpertainingto productquality that becomes available between EquiTrend surveys, we are precluded from this type of
analysis.
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Table2
CORPORATIONS
INCLUDED
INANALYSIS
AMR
BIC
COMPAQ
GTE
Hilton Hotels
Marriott
Pepsi
Sears
Volvo

AmericanExpress
Chrysler
Kodak
Gillette
IBM
Mattel
Polaroid
Texaco
Wendy's

AT&T
Citicorp
Exxon
Goodyear
Kellogg
MacDonald's
Reebok
United

Avon
Coke
Ford
Hershey
MCI
MerrillLynch
Rubbermaid
VF Corp

Descriptive Statistics

Stock Return
Quality
Qualrmst
Salience
ROI
Adv

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Median

10
Percentile

90
Percentile

.103
6.80
8.00
.753
.064
.068

.437
.685
.621
.174
.065
.073

.150
6.83
8.03
.778
.056
.0348

-.511
5.96
7.28
.453
-.004
.009

.600
7.76
8.62
.952
.149
.205

data and using only observations in which all three databases are in alignment-confirms our supposition that the
two-month misalignment for the accounting data in 1989
does not affect our results.
Selecting Firmsfor Analysis
The first aspect of our selection process involved obtaining a match between the EquiTrend,CRSP, and Compustat
samples. Of the 100 brandsincluded in the EquiTrendsample, 45 were from companies with a December fiscal year
covered by Compustat (as well as CRSP) for the period
1989-1992. The 55 brands not reported on included privately held companies (e.g., Levi Strauss, Macy's, Mars),
foreign companies not tradedon U.S. stock exchanges (e.g.,
Daimler Benz, Nestle), companies takenover duringthe period (e.g., KraftGeneral Foods, Nabisco), and firms with a
noncalendar year fiscal year (e.g., Apple Computer,
Campbell Soup). Of the 45 remaining brands/companies,
11 more were deleted from the analysis on the basis of our
view that the brand representedtoo insignificant a portion
of the companies' business. For example, the Aquafresh
and Theragrambrandswere not included in the analysis because they represented such a small part of, respectively,
Smithkline Beecham's and Bristol Myers Squibb's revenues that it would be virtually impossible to isolate an effect when related to the corporate-levelstock returnmeasure. As a result of this screening, a total of 34 brands remained in the data base.
The fact that a given brandmay be associated with only
a fractionof a firm's profits, and thereforestock price, limits the ability to detect an effect. That is, though estimates
will be unbiased, the impact of other elements of the corporationinduces additionalnoise into the system and, as such,
reduces statisticalpower. We hope to limit the noise and increase power by selecting brands that account for a relatively significant proportionof firm earnings. Detecting an
effect would indicate that we have a sufficient signal to

noise ratio; however, failure to detect an effect could stem
from either absence of an effect or insufficient signal.
This argument assumes that the corporate stock return
measure is an error-riddenindicator of the profitability of
the "central" brand.Another way of viewing the problem
is that to the extent that the brand-level measures differ
from the corporatewidemeasures,our brand-levelexplanatory variableswill be subjectto measurementerror.This creates a bias toward finding no association. Once again, caution must be exercised in interpretingan empirical finding
of no association. Finding a significant association would
suggest that the informationcontent in the measures overcomes the underlyingnoise in the data.
Table 2 lists the firms included in our study and descriptive statisticsfor the variables.Clearly,our sampleis not representativeof the populationof U.S. firms. In particular,it
deals exclusively with major brands-for example, the
mean salience for the brands is approximately 74%. Althoughthis fact limits the generalityof our results,some universality can be expected. Furthermore,brandsin our sample are among the most important in the country and, as
such, are of importancein their own right.
MODEL!NGTHEDATA
The UnanticipatedComponentof a Series
The efficient marketshypothesis posits that stock return
will be uncorrelatedwith any informationobserved in a previous period; that is, stock prices follow a random walk.
Market participants incorporate all available information
into the currentprice of the stock. As such, only unanticipated variables should exhibit an association with stock return.An extensive literaturein this area has concluded that
the mannerin which stock prices react to informationis in
close correspondencewith this hypothesis. The key considerationis the extent to which a measuredeviatesfrom its expected value.
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Table 3
FIRSTORDERAUTOREGRESSIVE
TIMESERIESMODELS

R2

Regression
Std. Error

#obs*

.42

.053

102

.96

.149

102

.45

.422

102

Equation3.4:
Salienceit= .0166 + .046*YR91-.037*YR92 + .979*Salienceit_l+(.002) (.003)
(.016)
(.003)

.98

.027

102

Equation3.5:
=
+
+ 005*YR92 + .995*Advit_l+ tit
-.0001
.0003*YR91
Advit
(.003)
(.002) (.003)
(.016)

.98

.011

83

Equation3.1:
=
+
.016
+ .682*ROIit_l+
.005*YR91
-.004*YR92
ROI,t
(.011) (.013)
(.013)
(.080)

it

Equation3.2:
=
+
.087
+ .078*YR92 + .980*Qualityit_l+ tit
.075*YR91
Qualityit
(.036)
(.036)
(.148)
(.022)
Equation3.3:
= 3.09 - .070*YR91 + .083*YR92 + .613*Qualm?Stit_
+ tit
Qualmostit
(.56) (.102)
(.102)
(.069)

Standarderrorsin parentheses
*The numberof observationsin Table 3 differs from the total numberof observations(i.e., 13634 firms for 4 years) because the use of a lagged value in
the Table 3 analysis necessitatesthe deletion of the first year of data for each firm. The advertisingequationhas fewer observationsbecause not all firms
reportedadvertisingexpendituresfor all years.

Two basic approacheshave been used in obtainingmeasures of the unanticipated components of series (Cornell
1983). One approachuses survey data of market expectations; unanticipatedmeasures are defined as the difference
between the actual value and the survey measure.In the absence of survey measures, or because of problems associated with obtaining accurate estimates of market participants' expectations, the other widely used approach,based
on forecasts from time series models as a proxy for expectations, is used: The difference between the actual and predicted values, thatis, the regressionresidual,serves as an estimate of the unanticipatedcomponent.
Because survey measuresof stock marketparticipants'expectationsof productquality are unavailable,we use the latter approach.Table 3 reportsthe results from estimating a
first-orderautoregressivemodel pooling the 102 time series
and cross-sectional observations for each series; that is, a
model of the form Xit = <4*Xit1 + tit. To allow for economy-

wide differences across years, the model also includes categorical (dummy) variables to captureyearly differences.
We find that a randomwalk approximatesthe time series
propertiesof quality, salience, and advertising.For each of
these three series, we could not reject the hypothesis that
the series had a unit root, that is, the first-orderautoregressive coefficient is indistinguishablefrom 1.00. The autoregressive coefficient for ROI, .682, being significantlydifferent from 1.00, is consistent with (1) the premise that ROI is
mean reverting and (2) estimates of the autocorrelationof
ROI reportedelsewhere (e.g., Jacobson 1990). The fact that
the estimated autocorrelationof Qualmost(.613) is signifi-

cantly less than that of Quality (.980) suggests two different
interpretations.One explanation is that quality perceptions
for those using the brandmost often are less persistentthan
aggregate quality perceptions. The other interpretationis
that, as previously discussed, the Qualm?stmeasure is subject to greatermeasurementerrorbecause it is based on far
fewer observations than aggregate perceptions.This measurementerrorinduces a downwardbias in the estimatedautoregressiveparameter.
Assessing InformationContent
Having estimated the time series models for each series,
we then relate the time series residuals generatedfrom the
autoregressivemodels in Table3 (i.e., estimatesof the unanticipatedcomponentof the series) to stock return.Ourbasic
model is
Stkrit = o0 + P1*xit + eit,

where Stkritis the stock returnof firm i for time period t,
and xit is the time series residual(i.e., unanticipatedcomponent) for series Xit.
Some of the factors reflected by the errorterm eit may be
specific to a particularfirm. As such, we can express the
error term as sit = Li + Tit, where ai is an unobserved firmspecific factor and nit is a white-noise error term. This struc-

ture of the error term induces a block diagonal variancecovariance matrix, which requires the use of generalized
least squares (GLS). Although both ordinaryleast squares
(OLS) and GLS estimationgenerateconsistentcoefficientestimates, the reported standarderrors from OLS estimation
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Table 4
THEINFORMATION
CONTENTOF QUALITY
PERCEPTIONS
GENERALIZED
LEASTSQUARESRESULTS*

R2

Regression
Std. Error

#obs*

Equation4.1:
=
+
+
-.229
+
.582*YR91 .415*YR92 2.146*roiit+ .694*qualityit-.118*salienceit+ Eit
Stkrit
(.055) (.071)
(.071)
(.590)
(.212)
(1.136)

.46

.397

102

Equation4.2:
=
+
-.246
+
.631*YR91
+
.464*YR92 1.774*roiit+ .757*qualityit-.566*salienceit - 1.875*adviit+ sit
Stkrit
(.060) (.077)
(.077)
(.611)
(.259)
(1.248)
(3.244)

.49

.401

83

.46

.394

102

Equation4.3:
Stkrit= -.229 + .582*YR91 + .415*YR92 + 2.132*roiit+ .639*qualityit+ .072*qualmstit-.090*salienceit+ Eit
(.055) (.071)
(.071)
(.586)
(.219)
(.075)
(1.128)
CorrelationMatrix

Stkr
roi
quality
salience
qualmost
adv

Stkr

roi

quality

salience

qualrnost

adv

1.00
.29
.24
.01
.12
.01

1.00
.07
.10
.03
.18

1.00
-.08
.26
.09

1.00
-.05
.10

1.00
.13

1.(0

standarderrorsin parentheses
*Differing sample sizes and/orGLS transformationmake it inappropriateto comparesummarydiagnostic statistics (e.g.,R2 ) across equations, because the
dependentvariableis not identical across equations.However, because the estimatedGLS transformationsare nearly identical across equations, we include
regressionsummarystatistics in the table.

programswill be biased. The GLS model not only generates consistent standarderrorsbut is also asymptoticallyefficient. Maddala(1977) details the proceduresfor obtaining
estimates of the GLS transformationused to model panel
data with a block diagonal variance-covariance matrixthat is, the randomeffects model.
EMPIRICALANALYSISOF INFORMATION
CONTENT
Our first model involves relatingstock returnto unanticipated ROI, quality, and salience, that is, the residuals from
Equations 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4 of Table 3. The model also includes annualdummyvariablesto capturethe effect of economywide economic factors on stock performance.General
economic factors tend to make the total stock market rise
and fall and thus affect the performanceof all stocks.
Equation4.1 of Table 4 reportsthe results of this estimation.5 We find that economywide effects (i.e., the coefficients for YR91 and YR92) are statistically significant, reflecting the fact that stocks performed better in 1991 and
1992 thanin 1990. The significanceof unanticipatedROI indicates that the performanceof an individualstock does not
depend solely on economywide factors; rather it also de5Consistentwith efficient markets,we cannot reject the hypotheses that
the residualsfrom Equation4.1 approximatewhite noise (i.e., stock return
is serially uncorrelated)and that the anticipatedcomponents of the series
(i.e., the predictedvalues from the autoregressivemodels) are unrelatedto
stock return.

pends on firm-specific financial performance,which is depicted in part by the accounting ROI measure.The significant coefficient indicates that the marketreacts favorablyto
those firms with an increase in ROI. This finding of a positive effect is consistentwith an extensive literatureon the informationcontent of accountinginformationand "earnings
surprises" (Lev 1989).
The magnitude of the ROI effect (2.146) is not out of
line with the ROI responsecoefficient reportedin otherstudies. For example, Jacobson (1987) estimates (on the basis
of an analysis of 241 firms for the period 1964-1982, or
4338 total observations) the effect of an ROI shock on
stock returnto be 3.19. Using an ROI measurebased on market value of assets rather than book value of assets,
Kormendiand Lipe (1987) report (on the basis of analysis
of 145 firms for the period 1947-1980) a mean earningsresponse coefficient of 3.38 and a median response coefficient of 2.50. The correspondenceof our estimatedearnings
responsecoefficient to estimates generatedfrom largersamples suggests that our sample of 34 firms has propertiesrepresentativeof a broaderrange of firms.
The market reaction to current-termROI changes does
not mean that investors are short-termoriented. Rather,as
discussed previously, the marketreaction is consistent with
the premise that marketparticipantsare concerned with future-termprofitabilityand that a change in ROI supplies a
signal of future-termprospects.As evidenced by its time series model, a change in ROI tends not to dissipate immedi-
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ately; rather,it persists over several time periods. The market reactionto ROI reflects the fact thatit provides information about future-termprofits.
Does perceived quality supply incremental information
to that contained in ROI about future-termbusiness performance? The fact that the estimatedcoefficient for unanticipated quality (.694) is significant at above the 1% level indicatesthatthe qualitymeasureprovidesuseful and nonoverlapping informationabout the future-termprospects of the
firm. Indeed, the low correlation (.07) indicates that little
overlap exists between the informationcontainedin the unanticipated ROI and quality measures. Current-termimprovementsin quality perceptionsare not reflected in current-termprofitability. This lack of association can be explained in part by the widely discussed (e.g., Fisher and
McGowan 1983) deficiencies (noise) in the ROI measure,
which limit the power of tests to detect underlyingrelationships, and in part because currentimprovementsin quality
can be costly and, as such, adversely effect current-term
ROI.6 However, the significant association of quality with
stock returnimplies that quality improvementsaffect stock
market participants' expectations of future-term
profitability.
Indeed,the informationcontentof quality appearsconsiderable. The standardizedregressioncoefficient for unanticipatedquality (.23) compareswith thatof unanticipatedROI
(.25). Even to those acknowledgingthat marketparticipants
make use of nonfinancialinformation,the relative explanatory power of perceived quality has to come as a surprise
given the emphasis analysts and past researchstudies have
placed on the informationcontent of earnings.
Because Equation4.1 includes salience (awareness), we
can reject the hypothesis that the quality/stockreturnassociation arises from the joint impactof salience on both variables. The salience measureappearsto contain little, if any,
information content. The coefficient for salience is small
(-.118) and statistically insignificant. This lack of association suggests that either marketparticipantsdo not consider
increasesin awarenessto be associatedwith increasesin future-termprofitability(perhapsin partbecause increases in
salience sometimes involve negative information) or the
noise in the series dominates the informationcontained in
the salience measure.
The Role of Advertising

respondenceto that reportedin Equation4.1) even after allowing for the effects of advertising.It is the coefficient for
the unanticipatedadvertisingthat is insignificant.The insignificance of the advertisingterm does not necessarily mean
that the market fails to react to advertising expenditures.
Rather,our resultsshow the marketto reactto advertisingexpenditures to the extent that they influence current-term
ROI. That is, consistent with Erickson and Jacobson's
(1992) study, we find no incremental information content
in advertisingabove that reflected in current-termROI.
DifferentialEffects
To test the hypothesis of differentialeffects, (i.e., that the
quality perceptions of those using the brand most often
have a differenteffect on stock returnfrom the quality perceptions of those not using the brand most often
we include the Qualm?st
measureinto the anal[Qualnmost]),
ysis along with the quality measure.Under the null hypothshouldbe insignificantlydifesis, the coefficientfor Qualm?st
ferentfrom zero in a model that also includes the aggregate
quality measure.This can be noted by considering a model
of the form
Stkr = B*Quality+ e.

(1)

Equation 1 can be reexpressed, given that Quality is the
and Qualmost
(with weights P
weighted averageof Qualnmost
and (1-P), respectively), as
(2)

Stkr = P*[P*Qual"nm?t+ (l-P)*QualmOst

]+ s.

Rearrangingterms enables us to reexpressEquation2 as
(3)

Stkr = p*[P*(Qual"m?st- Qualmost)+ Qualmost]+ e.

Noting that Quality = P*(Qnmost _ Qmost)+ Qmost and substi-

tuting yields
(4)

Stkr = P*[(Quality - Qmost)+Qmost]+ e

or
(5)

+ P*QualmOSt+ s.
Stkr = P*(Quality - QmOSt)

Equation5 can be estimated as
(6)

Stkr = p1*(Quality - Qualm?st)+ P2*Qualre"st+ E.

Under the null hypothesis of no differential effects, Pl
should be insignificantlydifferentfrom ,2. Equation6 also
can be expressed as

Equation4.2 of Table 4 investigates whetheradvertising
can explain away the association between quality and stock
return.The results, which are based on fewer observations
than are used in Equation4.1 because the Compustatdatabase does not reportthe advertisingexpendituresfor all the
firms in our sample, indicatethatthe associationof stock return with quality does not stem from a joint association
with advertising.The coefficient for quality (.757) in Equation 4.2 remainsstatisticallysignificant(indeed,in close cor-

Under the null hypothesis of no differential effects, 8
should be insignificantlydifferentfrom zero. The test based
on Equation8 (b = 0) is identicalto the test based on Equa-

6The benefits from quality improvementscan outweigh their costs even
in the short run and as such generatea positive relationshipbetween quality and ROI. Jacobsonand Aaker (1987), with the advantageof a substantially largersample size than that used in this analysis, reportstatistically
significant results consistent with quality having a positive impact on current-periodROI.

Equation4.3 of Table 4 reportsthe results of this test of
the differentialeffects hypothesis.The coefficient for the aggregate quality measure (.639) remains significantly related, at the 1% level, to stock return.The positive coefficient for Qualm?st
(.072), that is, the estimate of 8, suggests

(7)

Stkr = Pl*Quality + (P2 - P1)*Qualrost + e

and estimated as
(8)

Stkr = P1*Quality + 8* Qualmost+ s.

tion 6 (P2 = P).
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that the improvements in the quality perceptions of those
using the brandmost often might generatea greatereffect.7
However, the coefficient estimate is insignificantly different from zero. As such, we cannotreject the null hypothesis
of no differentialeffects.
We should note, as discussed previously, that downward
Bebias may be present in the estimatedeffect of Qualm?st.
cause the measure in some cases is based on the responses
of only a few individuals,the measurementerrorin this variable is likely to be greater than that of other variables in
the analysis. Measurementerror is one explanation for the
fact thatthe correlationof stock returnwith Qualm?st
(.12) is
half as large as stock return'scorrelationwith quality (.24).
Of course, the hypothesis that marketparticipants'expectations of futureprofitabilitydepend equally on the responses
composing aggregate quality perceptions provides another
explanationfor the failureto rejectthe differentialeffects hypothesis. Although the results perhapssuggest that the market places greater importance on the perceptions of those
consumersusing the brandmost often, they do not quantify
accuratelythe extent of the differential.
ABOUT
SHOULD FIRMSPROVIDEINFORMATION
PRODUCT QUALITYTO INVESTORS?
Does Product Quality Influence Stock Return?
The results presentedin Table 4 show a positive correlation between stock returnand informationcontained in the
EquiTrendperceived quality measure. Obviously, we cannot state with certainty that changes in customer perceptions of perceived quality cause changes in stock return.Although we can rule out salience, advertising expenditures,
and ROI, another variable may jointly affect both series.
From the perspective of signaling the stock market, this
issue is not central.The fact that a correlationexists is sufficient. The product quality measure contains information
correlated with factors viewed by investors as affecting
long-term business performance.Improvedperceived quality "signals" enhanced future-termperformance.
An event study approach(e.g., examining the stock market reaction to quality perception announcements) would
have an advantageover the methodology we employ in examining the causal link between productquality and stock
return.Roughly speaking, our analysis makes use of a oneyear announcementdata/eventwindow. Given the length of
this interval,a variety of changes occur over this period that
mightjointly influence both stock returnand qualityperceptions. Event study analysis, typicallyhaving a narrowerwindow (e.g., just the day of the announcement),can limit the
numberof simultaneousinfluences. Although any response
still may reflect a signaling as opposed to a causal effect,
the use of a narrowerwindow will increase the likelihood
that the market response arises from the information contained in the announcement as opposed to other
information.
An event study approach,however, has a differentset of
limitations. In particular,one must come up with an estimate of marketexpectations of quality perceptionsprior to
7Estimatingthe equivalent Equation6 variantof the test yielded an estimated coefficient for [2 of .712 with a standarderrorof .211.

the announcement.Using, for example, last year's announcement as a measure of market expectations is seriously
flawed in that it assumes that marketparticipantshave not
updatedtheir expectationson the basis of other information
made available over the year.
Is There a Need for Firms to Supply
Product Quality Information?
There are two opposing views as to whether a firm
should supply product quality information. One view depicts marketparticipantsas obtainingequally accurateinformation about customer perceptionsof productquality from
other sources besides firm announcements.As such, there
would be little need for the firm to provide such information. Under this view, the stock marketwill not react to the
firm's release of productquality informationbecause investors are alreadyaware of it and have incorporatedits implication into the price of the stock. The opposite perspective
depicts investors as oblivious to other sources of information pertainingto customer perceptionsof productquality.
Available signals of productquality may be too inaccurate
to provide useful information. Obtaining accurate assessments of customer perceptionsmay prove too costly given
the expected return.Under this view, investors will have a
substantialreaction to a productquality announcementbecause all the information will be used to reformulate expected futureearnings.
Our resultscan reject the hypothesis that investorsare totally unawareof the informationcontained in productquality measures. As discussed previously, it is impossible for
the EquiTrendmeasures to cause changes in our stock returnmeasuresbecausethe end date for the stock returnmeasure occurs temporallyprior (by several weeks) to the start
of the EquiTrendsurvey. As such, the significant association we find between stock returnand the EquiTrendmeasure indicates that marketparticipantsmake use of information correlated with product quality but is supplied in a
more timely fashion by other sources.
Althoughthe results suggest thatproductquality information is relevantto investors,they cannot addressthe issue of
the incremental information content supplied by explicit
product quality measures. However, some insights can be
gained from studies assessing the marketreactionto the release of other types of information.These studies show that
market participants do react to a variety of corporate announcements.For example, the marketreactionto quarterly
earningsannouncementsis well established(Business Week
1990; Hagerman,Zmijewski, and Shah 1984). Although investors form expectationsof firm performance,these expectations may differ from realized results or those projected
by the firm. The firm has access to superior information,
and supplying this informationprovides useful information
to investors.
To the extent that marketexpectations differ from the results implied by the firms' announcements,the marketreaction can be considerable.Consider, for example, the effect
of three announcementsthat took place in mid-December
1993. Kodak's stock dropped $7.25 (nearly 12%) after its
chairman indicated that analysts' 1994 earnings expectations were above what the company would achieve. Eagle
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Hardwarestock lost $6.675 (approximately26%) following
an announcement that comparable store sales would be
below historical levels because of cannibalization by its
new stores. Xerox shares gained $5.625 (roughly 7%) after
announcing it was taking steps (e.g., eliminating jobs and
shuttingdown facilities) to improve productivity.This gain
came even though the restructuringwould result in currentterm charges greater than expected current-period net
income.
We believe the same market signaling phenomenon
should exist with respect to productquality. Managersare
likely to be (or should be) closely attuned to perceptions
about their brands. Supplying this information can influence investor expectations. Exploring the feasibility of this
proposal is a direction for furtherresearch.
CONCLUSION
Tom Peters (1987, p. 488) observes, "Our fixation with
financialmeasuresleads us to downplayor ignore less tangible nonfinancial measures, such as product quality, customer satisfaction, order lead time, factory flexibility, the
time it takes to launch a new product,and the accumulation
of skills by labor over time. Yet these are increasingly the
real drivers of corporate success over the middle to long
term." Ourresultssuggest thatclaims thatthe financialcommunity downplays nonfinancial measures may be overstated. The EquiTrendproductquality measurecontains information,incrementalto that providedby accountingROI,
associated with stock price movements. Investorscan learn
about changes in productquality, which in turn affect their
stock appraisals. Indeed, for our sample of firms and the
time period under consideration,we observe the surprising
finding that the explanatory power of the product quality
measure compares to that of ROI. At least for the firms in
our sample, the stock marketis not constrainingthe ability
of firms to invest in productquality.
The observed associationbetween stock returnand information containedin the quality measurefinding is noteworthy considering the measurementerror in the data caused
by, for example, linking specific brand data to corporate
stock return.This measurementerrorreduces the likelihood
of finding an association.The strengthof the underlyingsignal in the dataovercomesthe noise in the measures.A direction for furtherresearch would involve assessing whether
the informationcontentof perceivedqualityholds acrossdifferent types of firms, for example, less visible companies
than those included in our sample.
Current-termperformancemeasures (e.g., ROI) will not
reflect the long-termeffects of several marketingvariables.
It would be useful to isolate these variables because they
can provide insights into future-termperformanceprior to
outcome measures (e.g., ROI and perceived quality). Another useful researchdirectionwould involve enhancingthe
power of the tests undertakenin our analysis. For example,
we did not detect an association between salience and stock
return.Furtherresearchcould explore whether this lack of
association stemmed from low power in our tests caused by
a lack of sufficient variationin our sample or whetherthere
is a need to separatesalience changes associated with positive events from those caused by negative events.

The observed association between stock returnand perceived product quality should be encouraging to those attempting to justify investments in product quality, especially when tough questions are raised about "the bottom
line." A challenge for American business is to focus on
these long-termgoals and communicatesuch strategiesin a
way that shareholders can appreciate. The stock market,
once given reliable indicatorsof this information,will react
and rely less on short-termmeasuresof business of performance. In turn, managerswill be freer to undertakestrategies ensuringthe long-term viability of their firms.
Appendix A
VARIABLE
DEFINITIONS
Variable

Definition
Stockreturn(MarketValueof Stockit+Dividendsit-Market
Valueof Stockitl).
Valueof Stockijt_)/Market
ROI
Returnon investment(NetIncomei/Assetsit_)
roi
ROI
Unanticipated
Adv
(Advertising
Advertising
Expendituresj/
Assetsit1_)
adv
Adv
Unanticipated
of brandforthoseconsumersawareof the
Quality Qualityperception
brand
quality
Quality
Unanticipated
of brandforthoseconsumerswhouse
Qualmost Qualityperceptions
brandmostoften
Qualm?lt
qualm?st Unanticipated
of consumershavinganopinionaboutthebrand
Salience Proportion
salience Unanticipated
Salience
variabletakingon the valueof 1 if year=1991,0
YR91
Categorical
otherwise.
variabletakingon thevalueof 1 if year=1992,0
YR92
Categorical
otherwise.
StkR

DataSources
Stockreturndata:CenterforResearchin SecurityPrices,dailyfile
file
data:Standard
andPoor'sCompustat
annualindustrial
Accounting
Awareness
andQualitydata:EquiTrend
studyof TotalResearchCorporation
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